


Sector

Land

Installation
of a motorcycle factory in 

Venezuela
Achieve an alliance to install a 

motorcycle manufacturing 

facility in Venezuela with 

affordable prices and a broad 

commercial network for after-

sales service.
1- Install a motorcycle 

factory in Venezuela that 

allows users to purchase 

the product at fair prices.

2- Through the installation 

of this factory, we will be 

able to establish 

commercial networks that 

expand after-sales 

services in the country.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

1,000,000 users nationwide.

Approximate Investment Amount

25.000.000,00 $

FONTUR



Sector

Land

Yutong fleet 
recovery

Nacional leveln
Recovery of the Yutong bus 

fleet and possible concession 

or alliance in their 

administration.

Benefited population

1,227,500,000 users at the national level.

Approximate Investment Amount

24.000.000,00 $

BUS PLANT
YUTONG VENEZUELA, S.A

1- Increase the operation of 

the Yutong Fleet nationwide, 

thus reducing the waiting 

time of users at stops. 2- 

Have more Yutong units 

operational at the service of 

the Venezuelan population.

Goals

of the project



Sector

Land

Installation
of Smart 

Stops

Establish alliance for the 

installation of smart stops in 

the city of Caracas as a Pilot 

Plan.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

City of Caracas as Pilot plan

Approximate Investment Amount

9.000.000,00 $

VICE MINISTRY
LAND TRANSPORTATION

1- Provide users with an urban 

location map where they can 

know the time between units and 

waiting times. 

2- Modern stops that improve the 

quality of life of our users.

 3- Automation of all internal 

transportation systems in a city, 

which could optimize 

transportation in general.

 4- Space dedicated to 

advertising, being an excellent 

channel to promote products and 

services to potential clients.



Sector

Land

FACILITY
from a battery factory

at affordable prices
Install a factory of 12-volt lead 

batteries with amperages between 

250 and 1100, for motor vehicles, 

motorcycles, light and heavy-duty 

vehicles, and agricultural machinery, 

through the acquisition of raw 

materials such as lead and sulfuric 

acid.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

National Population

Approximate Investment Amount

17.000.000,00 $

1- Acquire necessary machinery 

for the creation of a production 

line for vehicle batteries. 2- 

Incorporate the quantity of 

14,000 monthly batteries for 

nationally produced vehicles, 

replacing imported products. 3- 

Generate new sources of direct 

and indirect employment. 4- 

Contribute to national industrial 

development.

FONTUR



Sector

Land

BOOST
the carrier stores

at the national level
Establish alliances with 

manufacturers and/or suppliers of 

supplies, parts and pieces that 

guarantee supply to the carrier's 

stores nationwide.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

National Population

Approximate Investment Amount

5.000.000,00 $

1- Guarantee coverage of 

supplies, parts and pieces 

nationwide for the 

automotive sector.

FONTUR



Sector

Land

FACILITY
of an Assembly Plant

cargo transportation in 

Venezuela
Installation of an assembly plant for 

cargo transport units with a 

nationwide network of dealers that 

guarantees the provision of after-

sales service.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

Sector transporte de carga.

Approximate Investment Amount

120.000.000,00 $

1- Ensamblar unidades de 

transporte de carga eficientes y a 

precios accesibles para su 

comercialización  en todo el país.

2- Garantizar el servicio post venta 

a las unidades de transporte de 

carga, logrando así su 

operatividad en el tiempo.                                                                    

3- Generación de empleos 

directos e indirectos que 

incrementan el desarrollo de la 

economía.

CORPOLOGISTICA



Sector

Land

FINANCING 

Of cargo transportation for

the public and private sectorEstablish an alliance with a 

company that manufactures cargo 

transportation units with financing 

aimed at the public and private 

sector.

Goals

of the project

Benefited population

National Population

Approximate Investment Amount

64.000.000,00 $

1- Increase in cargo 

transportation units for both 

the public and private 

sectors. 

2- Favorable financing for 

this transport sector of 500 

cargo trucks between 8 to 10 

tons and 500 trucks with a 

platform.

CORPOLOGISTICA



Aquatic

Sector

PROPOSALS
of projects

investment
Goals

1- Support for the design and 

construction in Venezuela of ships 

and navigation accessories, 

adapted to our realities and 

needs, but incorporating cutting-

edge materials and devices.

2- Preparation of a project for the 

modernization of the cruise port of 

La Guaira, state. the guaira

3- Construction of deep water 

ports in:

1) Orinoco Delta

2) Carenero – state. Miranda

3) Araya peninsula - Sucre state.

4) Port. Cabello – Carabobo 

state

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
AQUATIC SPACES (INEA)

a) modernization and technical 

equipment for marine fire 

stations and maritime police 

nationwide.

b) Acquisition, installation and 

activation of equipment 

corresponding to the global 

maritime distress and safety 

system (gmdss).

c) Joint exploration of the 

exclusive economic zone, 

contiguous zone, high seas 

and the country's 

international rivers, to 

establish a database of the 

potential there.



Aquatic

Sector

Goals

d) Promote the formation of 

companies for the breeding and 

replanting of marine species of 

sporting, tourist and food interest 

in aquatic spaces.

e) Equipment for the simulator 

dinner in the areas: bridge, 

machines, electronic nautical 

charts, operations with tugboats, 

etc.

f) Establish cooperation 

mechanisms for the construction 

of ships, yachts and other small 

vessels, maintenance and repair 

of ships, recycling of ships and 

creation/expansion of modern 

technologies, through the 

construction and modernization of 

shipyards.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
AQUATIC SPACES (INEA)

g) Acquisition of tugboats and 

pilot boats for the strengthening 

and modernization of the 

provision of these services.

h) Implementation of an 

automated (digital) system to 

implement the harmonized 

system of recognition and 

certification (sarc)

PROPOSALS
of projects

investment



Aquatic

Sector

Recovery
navigation channel
Maracaibo lake

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

95.335.253,57 $

Aquatic transportation of national 

and international products and, 

therefore, increased economic 

gains for the nation, generating 

strengthening of local programs, 

greater distribution of income and 

opportunities for adjacent 

population centers, facilitating the 

overcoming of inequalities in the 

living standards of the population 

and favoring the fulfillment of 

social equity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
CANALITATION (INCANAL)

It is worth highlighting the 

importance of involving the 

residents of the areas near the 

project, since it would be 

encouraging complementary 

economic activities to support its 

technical execution.



Aquatic

Sector

Concesión

Explotación

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

200.000.000,00 $

Water transportation of national 

and international products, 

increasing economic profits for the 

nation, generating the 

strengthening of local programs 

and greater distribution of income 

and opportunities for adjacent 

population centers, facilitating the 

overcoming of inequalities in the 

population's living standards and 

favoring compliance with social 

equity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
CANALITATION (INCANAL)

Asphalt Concession and Exploitation

Guanoco Lake and Reactivation

River Navigation Channel

San Juan River – Monagas state



Aquatic

Sector

Construcción
del Complejo DIANCALUM

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

8.700.000 $

The manufacture of Naval 

Aluminum Boats

Have a workshop with a 

production line suitable for the 

construction of vessels in naval 

aluminum material, to reduce 

response times to meet the 

demand of the National Waterway 

Plan. However, the construction of 

aluminum boats represents a 

lower maintenance cost compared 

to steel boats, so its production 

guarantees long-term solutions for 

the aquatic sector.

DIANCA



Aquatic

Sector

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

633.157.553 $

DIANCA has land space to expand 

its operational capabilities, to be 

able to serve vessels larger than 

30,000 dwt, and provide services 

to the demand for large vessels 

that carry out activities in the 

Caribbean Sea.

Construction of:

One (01) new Dry Dock

One (01) Floating Dock

Machinery and dock workshops to 

increase the installed capacity of 

the Shipyard

Project
investment

DIANCA



Aquatic

Sector

Project
investment

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

3.100.000 $

La disposición final de las 

embarcaciones conlleva a 

desarrollar varias tareas que van 

desde la protección del ambiente, 

el reciclaje de material para la 

transformación de material, el 

reúso de equipos para otras 

embarcaciones y la disposición 

final de desechos solidos y 

líquidos de forma correcta, 

cumpliendo con el plan de la 

Patria en su V Objetivo y las 3 R 

impulsadas por el Gobierno 

Nacional

DIANCA

Construcción de:

Una fosa para el desguace 

industrializado y protocolizado de 

embarcaciones y medios navales



Aquatic

Sector

Construction
of the DIANCALUM 

Complex

Goals

of the project

Approximate Investment Amount

902,900 (MILLONES) Estimado en el año 2011

1. Increase the capacity to build ships in the 

national territory.

2. Strengthening the Venezuelan naval 

industry and dynamizing the productive chain 

of the rest of the industries in the sector.

3. Strengthening the national maritime 

industry.

4. Generation of 519 direct jobs and a 

significant number of indirect jobs.

5. Increase of specialized hand in the naval 

industrial sector.

6. Project presented by the Associated 

Russian Construction Corporation, within the 

framework of the Commitment Minute 

(Russia-Venezuela) of April 2, 2012.

DIANCA

Construction of a shipyard in the state 

of Bolívar, west of Puerto Ordaz, on the 

right bank of the Orinoco River



Air 

Sector

BOOST
the carrier stores

at the national level
It has 51,210 MTS2

for investment areas for the lifting of 

important Projects in 4 of our main

international airports that could

contribute development to the

country's economy:

• G/J Santiago Mariño International 

Airport in the State of Nueva 

Esparta.

• La Chinita International Airport in 

Zulia State.

• Oscar Machado Zuluoaga

International Airport in 

Charallave.

• International Airport

• Juan Pérez Alfonzo del Vigía –

Mérida state.

BOLIVARIANA OF AIRPORTS
BAER, S.A 



Air 

Sector

Project
investment

Monto de Inversión Aproximado 

5.000.000,00 $

BOLIVARIANA OF AIRPORTS
BAER, S.A 

AIRPORTS MT2 CONSTRUCTION

G/J Santiago Mariño 

International Airport in the 

State of Nueva Esparta.

5,710

HOTEL

La Chinita International 

Airport in the State of 

Zulia.

8,000

Oscar Machado Zuluaga 

International Airport in 

Charallave in the State of 

Miranda.

15,500

Juan Pablo Pérez Alfonzo 

del Vigía International 

Airport in the State of 

Mérida.

22,000 HANGARS

TOTAL 51,210
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